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Kedna has been consigned to fostering on the empty world of Iskan when her power and her
health become dangerous. Being mentored by a planetary Avatar is difficult, but moving the
weather for an entire world is second nature. When she is older and her skills are needed off
world, she is paired with her first member of the Sector Guard. He is a pain in the butt and
harbours resentments toward her for hogging his ancestral planet. She simply concentrates on
the job and earns his respect in the bargain. Fast forward to her twenty-third birthday and they
cross paths again. This time, she knows his measure and he knows hers. Respect turns to
fascination and progresses into a flirtation that crosses the stars.
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wall and gate had been struck by lightning. Why, therefore, since you have leisure to relate
Grecian tales, do you not rather.
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